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Personal Relationships
LAWRENCE A. BLUM

As a concern in moral philosophy or the theory of value. personal relations
generally refer to certain categories of human relationship - friendship, familial r
tionships. romantic love. Familial relationships are, in turn. generally understood
encompass four subtypes: parent/child, child/parent, spouse. and sibling. Let
make explicit that. contrary to the reigning paradigms of these relationships. frie
ships can be between persons of different sexes. romantic love can take place betw
persons of the same sex. and families can be adoptive. "Spouse" is. in this chapter,
ambiguous category, as some religious groups recognize same-sex marriages,
some political entities recognize same-sex unions in a form that encompasses muclI'
what people ordinarily mean by "spouse": spousal benefits. visitation rights d .
hospitalization. the ability to adopt children together, and so on. Let us call thist
"categorial" sense of "personal relationship." Personal relationships differ in valu
tariness of formation, with friendships, romantic loves, and spousal relations at
voluntary end, child-parent and sibling at the non-voluntary end, and parent-chil
somewhere in between. (We may choose to have a child. but not a particular child.
Social and legal conventions govern both ease and form of voluntariness of bot .
entry and exit from different sorts of personal relationships. Nevertheless. no personal:
relationship takes the form of a pure contractual relation in which everything done
for and to the other is explicitly agreed upon beforehand.
But "personal relationship" can also refer to the quality of a specific relationship,
whether it actually involves deep concern, involvement, commitment, care. loyalty;
intimacy, and other virtues, sentiments, and qualities taken to characterize worthy
instances of personal relationships in the categorial sense. Let us call this the'
"quality" sense of "personal relationship." The categorial and the quality senses
can differ because some instances of categorial personal relationships lack these
qualities. Some parents. children. and siblings barely relate to their children
parents, and siblings. Some lovers and friends do little more than "go through the
motions" with a particular lover or friend. The resultant relationship might in the'
"quality" sense not be thought a personal relationship at all, even if it still exemplines a category of relationship we call "personaL"
On the other side. instances of categorially non-personal relationships might pas".
sess characteristics of a personal relationship in the quality sense. For instance.
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tor might develop a close personal attachment and involvement with a patient.
d, while categorially, "professional" and "personal" name two distinct types of
'onship, what it is to be a good doctor, teacher, or social worker involves some
chcharacteristics; for example, caring, knowing the other well, being strongly
~ted in the other's well-being. There would still be a point to the categorial
. ction, however. To call the relationship "professional" would mean (in part)
the professional member of the pair would not cross certain personal boundaries,
ll<would discourage the client from doing so. lt would also mean that the dimenu,of the patient's well-being about which the professional cared was limited and
jalized (the doctor for the patient's health, but not necessarily her career); it does
textend to the individual's well-being as a whole, as does the caring involved in
lldship and parenthood. Finally, professional relationships lack the reciprocity
'cndships; the caring is primarily in one direction, for example. (They do not,
ever, dilIer from parent-to-child relations in this regard.)

Personal and Impersonal within "Personal Relationships"
~elationship can

be personal in the categorial but not the quality sense in a difTerent,
subtle, way as well. In the quality sense, care, intimacy, commitment, and
Ivement are properly directed toward the other peFSOn in that person's particular,as a specific and perhaps unique individual. However, one can also become
llched to someone not so much as a unique individual but as exemplifying a general
tegory (LaFollete, 1996). I might want a friend, any friend, and Xiu-Sheng comes
g at that moment. I form an attachment to Xiu-Sheng, but continue to view him
interchangeable instance of the category "friend" rather than as a unique indial, the loss of whose friendship could not be compensated for by finding another
d, Here the other is seen in an "impersonal" rather than a "personal" way.
he extent to which elements of impersonality must be absent from worthy
onal relationships (in the quality sense) can be overstated. In practice most
ationships mix impersonal and personal elements. Even when one cares deeply
out a friend as an individual, one may be glad that one has a friend of this sort,
t~~~iartd not only this particular friend. Predominantly impersonal relationships, such as
e typically has with salespersons, may develop personal elements arising from
uent contact.

Personal Relationships and--Morality
rsoual relationships raise several distinct moral issues. One is whether personal
\ations involve moral requirements. lt may seem that they do not, since at least
eir ideal forms must be based on love and care for the other's well-being. To act
m obligation to further the friend's well-being seems to be at odds with acting
om friendship.
We have less difficulty acknowledging moral requirements in familial relation:ps. A (grown) child has obligations to care for her parents, based partly on
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'-/>:';8
gratitude. and reciprocity. for having been taken care of. And parental obligations >!':.:'
to look after their children rest. in part. on a social foundation. Society has a stake;i;~
in seeing that the young and vulnerable are cared for. Indeed. if parents (or otiler' :,1
relatives) are unable to do so. the state generally assumes this responsibility. Never~j ':~
theless. as in friendship. it is much preferable if the parent (or child) takes care·of.J3'
the child (or parent) out of love rather than out of obligation.
,. >:,:i:;
Although society lacks a similar stake in the maintenance of friendships. friendship')
also involves 11loral requirenlents. For exanlple, a friend is 1110rally bound, because-of .,?:..,:;
loyalty. to stand up for her friend in the face of unjust attack. even if by doing so she
, jeopardizes her acceptance in the group deriding her friend. One also has obligations';
of beneficence toward friends (children. parents. siblings. lovers). which prescrille ~i)
many of the same actions as would characteristically be prompted by care and love; ,..,.•"
But it is a familiar and not shameful aspect of human nature that we sometimes lack;!
the inclination to provide what our moral commitnlent to our friend bids us. The ':A
moral obligations of frierldship can supply the missing motivation. Indeed. as John
Deigh (1989: 112) points out. the trust that obtains between good friends rests ill ,
part on a recognition that the friend accepts the moral requirement to come through :,'1:

i1~

for her friend should she lack the direct inclination to do so. Moral requirement do~ '--~;i

not. in any case. function in personal relationships solely as a direct source of action :;::'
but sometimes as a reminder of legitimate expectations that might elicit an attentive,'R
ness to the friend and the friendship that evoke caring m o t i v e s . i " ]
Nevertheless. a personal relationship in which most of what is done for the other:,:
is prompted by obligation rather than love or care is a seriously problematic or
deficient one. This is partly because obligations govern only a subset of the conduct;
appropriate to personal relations. A father who did for his child only what the,':
duties of parenthood required him would be a poor father. Moreover. what is' .
provided to the other directly from obligation - for example. comforting the de- •
pressed - has a different quality from the same act-category prompted by love.
Loving comforting has a different quality from dutiful comforting. (Indeed. the dutiful comforter has a meta-requirement to keep the comforting from seeming to the
child or friend too duty-driven.) Moral requirements are integral to personal relationships. but it is best if they are infrequently adverted to directly.

Ideal Friendship and Morally Good Character
Morality is thought to bear on personal relationships in another way as well.
Following Aristotle. some. like Hugh LaFollette (1996). argue that the best form or
friendship is one between two people who love one another for their morally excelle '
(traits of) character. I agree that the best friendships involve loving the friend for
own sake. In this regard. Aristotle was correct to contrast such friendships with
lesser forms. which he called "advantage" and "pleasure" friendships. dependin
the main bond cementing the friendship. These friendships seem of a lower
because once the parties stop deriving mutual pleasure. or benefit. from each oth
company. they stop being friends. Aristotle might have mentioned a fourth
based on a shared context of activity. such as two persons who are genuine frien
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ir work setting, but if one changed jobs, their friendship would lose its foundation.
'le these are all less than ideal forms offriendship, John Cooper (1980) has argued
t (at least for Aristotle) they do involve a genuine concern for the other's well'og; otherwise, although they would possess some sort of relationship, it would not
friendship.
;"Yet it seems unnecessarily narrow to construe "loving X for her own sake" as
;loving X for the sake of her morally excellent traits." There are two reasons for
.. When I love someone for her own sake, I love a totality that typically involves
good deal more than her morally good traits of character. (This does not mean,
owever, that when I love a person, I love everything about that person.) I care that
eattains her deepest wishes, even if these are not morally exemplary (although
haps they must meet some minimal moral standard to be worthy of an admirIe form of friendship love).
Second, although a friend must find some qualities in her friend appealing, there
e other sources of appeal than being morally admirable - being insightful about
people, having an interesting aesthetic sensibility, or being clever, for example.
More Significant, the qualities that appeal in the other person may not be objectely valuable ones, as Aristotle's model requires, but rather good only in relation to
e other person in question. For example, Keisha may make Ana feel comfortable,
Jeto "be herself," and this may be the main source of Ana's attraction to Keisha.
rhaps, for whatever reason, both Keisha and Ana feel uncomfortable with most
her people. Their comfort with each other may have no clear explanation. Yet it
18, and is a basis for a deep and sustaining friendship, in which each comes to
ove the other for herown sake; yet that foundation has little to do with inherently
orally admirable characteristics.
"'".Perhaps there is something especially worthy, Aristotelianly, in a friendship of two
l1lorally exemplary individuals who appreciate each other's moral excellence. But it
overplays the moral dimension of friendship not to allow that excellent and admirable
::,,;:':/. (rj.endships involve the friends loving each other for their own sake, without either of
"t;hem being particularly morally exemplary in any general way, and without their
ftc·,
':;;moral traits playing such a central or defining role in their friendship.
.'~'i?

Can Immoral People be Friends?
only morally good (not necessarily morally exemplary) people capable of estab'ng and maintaining close personal relationships, as LaFollette claims and Aris, implies? This seems too restrictive. People's caring, and their moral energies
"generally, can be "specialized." Just as some people can show generosity,
,y,attentiveness, delight in the happiness of their children, or their partners,
.generally selfish and ungenerous (Le. toward most other persons), so can
,e,rsonsdo the same with friends, or some particular friends. To be sure, the
\to care for even one individual other than oneself is lacking in a total
path. In that sense a minimal level of moral substance is required for any
hip. But even when friendships are morally good ones, at least in the sense of
prying certain virtues, that moral goodness need not carry very far over into
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the friend's character as a whole. It mayor may not be an unfortunate fact
human beings that they are capable of moral specialization, compartmentali
(Badhwar, 1993: 12) and moral inconsistency, but it is a fact.

Can a Friendless Person Lead a Satisfying and Moral Life?
Is it a moral deficiency not to have any personal relationships in the quality
(for example, not to be personally close to members of one's family, nor to
more than limited and superficial friendships)? It may be. Someone may sim
too selfish to be willing to expend energy attending to the well-being of any
person. But there may be other reasons much less connected to one's moral ch
ter for being incapable of friendship. One may find intimacy threatening, oro
wise emotionally difficult to manage. Many ways of exhibiting a concern for
welfare of others - through one's occupation, or civic or community involveme.
do not require personal relationships in the quality sense. An individual canJ~
lead a morally exemplary life while having no such personal relationships.
Moreover. a life without such personal relationships need not render an indi~
ual unhappy. Many forms of engagement with the world (as above) are not 0
worthy, even morally worthy, but can also be sources of deep satisfaction. Ne
theless. a life without personal relationships in the quality sense is a life that la
some of life's most precious goods: and it would certainly be wrong to assumet
the lives of everyone who lacked such relationships contained other forms of q
satisfaction that rendered their lives happy and satisfying ones. Nevertheless, gi
the diversity of human psychology with regard to friendship, Aristotle oversta
when he says. "No one would choose to live without friends even if he had all
other goods" (Aristotle, 1985: VIII, I, 2(7).
Although friendships involve a deeper cherishing of the other for her own.s
than do what I have acknowledged as "lesser" forms of friendship, the importa
of this value hierarchy should not be overstated. Ideal forms of friendship sh
not be overvalued. Friendships involve a range of human satisfactions largely u
connected with the qualities that render them morally worthy - the enjoyment ."
one. another's company. and the ability to be open and share one's concerns witli'
the other, for example. In this regard it seems wrong to put advantage and pleasure.
friendships on the same level, as Aristotle appears to do. The friends' enjoymento{
one another is much more central to friendship than is mutual benefit with
to goods external to friendship itself.

Friendship and the Demands of Impartiality
I have been cautioning against an over-moralized understanding of friendship and:
its value, one which can stem from several distinct sources. But there is another
vantage point, within both philosophy and certain religious traditions, which 10dge~:;.L.:.:,:
precisely the opposite complaint - that friendship stands in opposition to moralitY.
/~~
Mo Tzu (fourth century Be), the Chinese philosopher who challenged the Confucian ')\1;
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asis on the moral significance of particular relationships, and Soren Kierke(1813-55) regarded universal love as the highest form of human love and
iromantic and philial (friendship) love to be deficient in being particularistic.
.'erkegaard (in Works of Love, 1962), Christianity bequeathed to the world the
.ofuniversallove of neighbor, and has rightly demoted all forms of "preferential
"(Kierkegaard's view is inextricably religious, and it is unclear whether he
uivocaliy regarded love of neighbor as morally superior, especially in light of
rlier work Fear and Trembling, in which the moral is consigned a distinctly
rstatus than the religious.)

Kierkegaard: Universal Love and Unconditional Love
egaard's view is weakened by his regarding love of neighbor as the only form
ye that is genuinely directed toward the good of the other for her own sake. He
all friendship and sexual love as forms of self-love (1962: 65), involving "no
I task" (1962: 64). Kierkegaard is distinctly Kantian in identifying ethical task
. obligation. He is wrong to regard friendship and love as devoid of obligation,
as mere forms of self-love. The attainment of a satisfying friendship is. in part, a
r of good fortune (as Kierkegaard agrees with the figure he calls the "poet" in
. g). However, attending to the other (in both the sense of seeing the other
ly and in taking care of the other when appropriate), being loyal, appropriately
g, caring for her for her own sake, and other elements of friendship are
cal tasks" essential to such a friendship. Indeed a seeming paradox of friend.and other love relationships is that in order for them to provide the deepest
of human satisfaction for the agent-friend, she must generally not directly
the good of friendship but act, on at least some occasions, selflessly on behalf
er friend. That is, it is required by the concern for the other's well-being that a
dmust be willing to place the friend's good above (the good of) preserving the
tionship itself, in the infrequent situation when the two diverge (for example,
en it is to the friend's benefit to take a job in another country where maintaining
uent and intimate contact will be dit1lcult). Only by acting self1essly for the good
'the other can one achieve the personal satisfaction of friendship of the highest
er. So, contrary to Kierkegaard, friendship (in its highest forms) does involve
!less love.
iKierkegaard regards love of neighbor - a universal love - as the only form of love
litis unconditional. independent of the personal qualities of the beloved. Ironicy, a more common model of unconditional, feature-independent, love in the
estern tradition is that of parents for children. The good parent loves the child
onditionally, independent of what the child is like. Romantic and friendship love
trast, in this respect, in being in some way grounded in specillc features of the
eL In expressing parental love, and in caring for the child, the parent must very
llch take the child's particularity into account. A child prone to paralyzing selfubt that expresses itself in lashing out at the parent is loved no less than the
nfident. easy-going child, but the former must be steered toward developing his
er resources to cope with his doubts. Parental love is thus particularized yet
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unconditional. while for Kierkegaard love of neighbor is universal and nn('{)]nI1;;
tional.
Secular Western philosophical traditions such as Kantianism and utilitaria
or consequentialism have emphasized the need for a universal. impersonal. or
partial point of view, a vantage point from which particularistic relationships', '
seem ethically defective. Why should we prefer the welfare of our less needy friel!~
or child, to that of a needier stranger? Much current ethical theory wrestles wi
this concern. Roughly, two distinct forms of challenge to personal relationshi"
emerge from the impartialist encounter with personal relationships. One isth
obligations to human beings qua human beings, independent of any parti
relationship in which they may stand to us, must be given their due and somer
allowed to override preferences for, and even obligations toward, friends and ot
loved ones. This approach does not deny obligations and other forms of morill p~
exerted by personal relationships, but avers that more universal moral claims rna
override them, perhaps, more often than common sense would seem to sancti
(This view often operates in tandem with the consideration that the moral req .
ments and permissions of personal relationships themselves have an impartial"
mension, in that they license preferential beneficence toward friends and family
the part of allyolle standing in that relationship.)

Challenging the Legitimacy of Personal Relationships
The second approach lodges a full-scale challenge to personal relationships as
form of moral relationship, although the challenge is sometimes stated in wh
seems a more limited way: why should we prefer (in our resources, attention.
benellcence) our friends, lovers, and family members over other human beings?
framing of the question implies that our conception of friendship, parenthood. all
so on is intelligible without those relationships exerting distinct moral pull on tll
parties to them.
But a relationship between two parties (alleged to be friends) in which one party'
is constantly at the ready to provide assistance and attention to someone who
might, in the moment or in the long term, seem to need it more than the "friendt,
would not be, what we think of as a friendship. And someone who had begotten
child but then placed the child in the care of a neighbor. the better to be able to be
open to occasions in which other children (in the neighborhood, or elsewhere in
the world) could gain more benefit from his care than his offspring would count as
the child's "parent" in only a biological sense.
:ii;~
As James Rachels says, in the process of lodging this second form of challenge t'SiI
personal relationships, "All these relationships ... seem to include, as part of the'
very nature, special obligations" (Rachels in Graham and Lafollette, 1989: 47). T
challenge these special obligations is to challenge the moral legitimacy of th
relationships themselves. It is to question whether it is actually morally legitimate,';!
to have friends, lovers, or children. or whether, instead, one should refrain from all,:;~
such relationships, the better to be able to fulfill one's obligations to humanity. On;3'
this scheme, it might tnrn out, as Rachels proposes in a utopian thought experb)~
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that if one happened to give birth to a child, one might be "assigned" this
. d to care for, on the grounds that doing so would turn out to be the best
angement for ensuring that child's care (Graham and LaFollette, 1989: 56).
y children might thereby become their birth parents' wards: but the idea of a
nt, with its implication of a rich, deep, many-faceted emotional and moral
nship will have disappeared.
imilarly one could have friend-like connections to other persons. And one might
them just because one is in the best position to do so, just as, in Peter Singer's
72) famous example, one would have to wade into a pond to save a drowning
d just because one happened to be the person passing by when the child fell into
pond. What one could not do is to adopt the sense of morally charged commitnt, bound up with a range of emotions and attachments, that is integral to what
mean by "friendship." This is not to clinch an argument against the impartialist
o fully throws into question obligations or commitments of personal relationship.
it is to make clear what it at stake in that challenge.
oubts that we should take such a drastic path come from several quarters.
ence Thomas (1989) gives philosophical shape to empirical evidence that we
n •how to care for others, and to be responsive to moral considerations, in
ate personal relationships. especially with one's parents, but with one's friends
well. A child brought up without the particularistic, unconditional love of
nts is much more likely to be unable to care about others, to lack both the
chological security to develop a capacity to care and to lack models of how to do
And it turns out that an inability to care about persons correlates with an
apacity to recognize and be moved by moral demands.
addition, common observation suggests that people who are responsive to the
s of humanity as such in the form of the plight of unknown strangers - for
pIe, flood or famine victims, or homeless persons in their communities - are no
!lSslikely to have than to lack morally committed personal relationships. Actual
~ponsiveness to the claims of distant others has not been shown to correlate with
l1elack of personal moral involvements, and it is not likely to be.

The Real Moral Conflict between Impartiality
and Personal Relationships
Vis worth nothing, furthermore, that ordinary moral thought does indeed recogizea tension between a moral demand for impartiality and the claims of personal
llltionship. For example, an individual sitting on a hiring committee for a job for
wch a friend applies is morally bound to give no preference to his friend: if he feels
llble to manage that impartiality, he is expected to recuse himself. That there are
ain contexts in which modern states under the rule of law demand that prefers for friends and loved ones be put aside makes it clear that ordinary moral
ught does not regard such a demand as a standing requirement applicable at
ry moment of a person's life.
Nevertheless, none of these arguments, of course, shows that in some fashion
orality does not take the form of a universalist or impartialist demand that we
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abandon the moral commitments of personal relationships - that we abandon s
relationships in the forms that we know them - because of their partialist challe
But they do throw into some question whether the claims of humanity in general.
actually be well served by such a drastic move. Nor do they engage with the coun
argument that. even if there is some tension between impartiality and partie
relationships. that con met should be. at least often. resolved in favor ofthe·latter.
In this regard it is striking that most contemporary adherents of Kantianism
consequentialism do not follow Rachels's implied path in throwing personal
tionships. with their moral claims. into question. Rather. substantial creative e
gil'S have gone into shOWing that the impartial point of view demanded by mor
is perfectly consistent with all of what we pre-theoretically regard as valuable;
morally significant in personal relationships. Whether these attempts at recon
ation are ultimately successful, they greatly mute the challenge that imparjj
seemed to pose to personal relationships. They imply little of practical signific
and I will not discuss them further.

Misunderstanding the Preferences in Personal Relationships
The Hrst. more modes!. charge from the impartialist against personal relationshi
that we usc the demands of personal relationships to inappropriately license
checked resource allocation especially to our children ..and thereby defend ag
the legitimate claims of humanity - is a more practically serious one. Upper mid
class Americans (and perhaps their counterparts elsewhere) spend vast sums,
their children on computers, cars. clothes, and education supplements to enh
their grades and performance on tests to advantage them in the next phas
educational selection. In the face of the grinding poverty of many of the wo
inhabitants. and the diminished life prospects of many of their fellow Arne
citizens. this is not a morally acceptable arrangement. Rachels proposes a piau
modest moral principle - that we should not prefer a trivial item for our chil
when other children lack necessities - yet it is one whose acceptance (even gra
the inevitable dispute over what counts as "trivial" and "necessary") would
pinge substantially on what privileged Americans regard as appropriate to pr
for their children.
Rachels's argument jill' this conclusion implies (as mentioned earlier) that
particularistic demands of personal relationships are morally questionable. But
conclusion does not require this stance. It is only the vast and unjust inequiti
life chanceo among the world's populations that renders certain forms of fa
preference problematic. not those preferences themselves. Those inequities are
for the most part. the l~lUlt or well-to-do Americans (and their counterpar
Western Europe and elsewhere). The solution to these inequities cannot come
marily li'Olll the elJ(lrts of individuals moved by a moral argument about the cl.·
or humanity, but li'om rearrangements in national and international priorities (
relief. [(lreign aid. United Nations development efl()rts. and the like).
Still, individuals who live within unjust social arrangements may be subjec
moral requirements that would not apply in just societies. Lavishing every ad
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on one's child may have to be morally constrained. Yet. in addition to recogg such constraints, perhaps addressing the claims of humanity could be accomed through considerations internal to those particularistic relationships. We
our children to grow up with good values. with a sense of what is important
, and what makes life worth living. The acquisitiveness and consumerism that
many young people from middle to upper middle-class families (and others as
is. arguably. contrary to such goals. Children are well served by, recognizing a
of values in their lives that would temper the focus on material objects. and
recognition that some advantages in the race for acceptance to the most
gious schools, colleges. and jobs are unfair and unworthy of them. They
well be better people and lead better lives if their parents succeed in teaching
that persons in comfortable circumstances must forgo certain wants so that.
pie. other children do not go hungry - and if they construct a set of values
emselves in which such a personal limitation makes perfect sense. One is
ably a better parent if one promotes wider moral sympathies in one's children
provides them with moral resources to resist rampant consumerism and an
of success-above-all. independent of the fairness of the conditions in which
success is achieved.
contrast to an argument that throws into question the moral legitimacy of
nal attachments with their partialist implications, this argument brings a
d for the claims of humanity into those very relationships. Doing so would not
I all conflict between particularistic and universalistic claims - between the
,s of loved ones and strangers. These are endemic to a morally engaged exist',There is no formula for resolving them. although rules of thumb can be
d, However, this conl1ict does not constitute a fundamental challenge of imparIllorality to the morality of personal relationships. It accepts both as legitimate.
the corresponding relationships as typically giving life meaning.

Feminism and Personal Relationships
inist philosophers have put the dispute between impartial morality and personal
Iships into historical perspective. The domain of personal relationships. and
omestic domain in particular, has not been accorded much attention or value
odern moral philosophy: Aristotle's valorizing of friendship thus stands as a
g exception in the history of Western philosophy. Feminists have seen
er blindness or bias behind this value slant. Men have.taken the public world
state, law, market.s, and ot.her relations between non-intimat.es as the paramoral domain. This accounts for the centrality in moral philosophy of imparti, impersonal rules and principles. and contract. models of human relationship.
!;Itemporary feminists have taken the articulation of a morality appropriate to
).lfioUS domains of personal relationship to be part of the task of recovering and
'~ng women's lives and experience. But, alt.hough some feminists retain the
cation of women with t.he domest.ic sphere. most feminists see the moralit.y
priate to that sphere as applicable t.o men as well. If personal relations are
. hie. they are valuable to men as well as women.
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Care Ethics and Personal Relationships
"Care ethics" has been the most prominent version of a general ethic growing fr()
this feminist concern with the domain of personal relationships. Developed initian
by Nel Noddings (1984), though influentially suggested by the psychologist Car.
Gilligan (1982), care ethics emphasizes attentive concern to the individual ot
person in her particularity, rather than a focus on universal principles.
Care ethics is clearly suited to the domain of personal relationships. where p.
ticularized concern for the other's well-being is appropriate. However. it is of mo
general relevance, applicable at least to persons who might be unrelated and
connected to the agent but who are encountered by her in the course of daily
For example, caring might appropriately lead me to give money to a hom
person on the street and to do so in a manner that treats him with respect
dignity rather than perfunctorily or with a devalUing gesture. Responsiveness
encountered others in their particularity is part of care morality. So. while ca.r
always particularistic. it does not require personal relationships for its appropri
operation.
Some feminist philosophers. such as Noddings. Virginia Held (1993). Jane Ro
Martin (1992), and Sara Ruddick (1989), have suggested that the caring rela.
most paradigmatically evidenced in personal relationships can also serve as at
partial models for broader social institutions (schools, medical institutions.
places of many sorts).

The Limits of Care Ethics
At the same time some feminists have criticized care ethics for an uncritical val
ing of caring, and of personal relationships in general. Many personal relations
in the categorial sense are quite destructive to one or both individuals, or defe
in some other way. Feminists have pointed especially to sexual, physical, and
tional abuse of women by men (and some have recognized that women can a
other women, in lesbian love relationships. for example). Even in the absen
actual abuse. relationships in which one party has too much power over the
and/or in which one party develops an unhealthy dependence. are instanc
unhealthy and damaging personal relationships.
In addition, the two parties can develop forms of mutual dependence thatd
erate into a sick symbiosis, destructive to both parties. In a different sort of
two persons can develop a relationship which. while in some ways fulfilli
them, can become an "('floisllle ti deux" in which they support one anoth
callous treatment of others.
This critique goes beyond the mistreatment of women in personal relatio··
(even if structural features and gender expectations in many societies make w
more likely to be victimized than men). It makes a larger point about pc
relationships. often neglected in the philosophical literature. Personal relatio
in the categorial sense. are not automatically to be valued. The value of a par
instance depends very much on its particular quality. Some typical aspects
<)22
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'. nal relationships - intimacy, attachment, dependency - can be used or exploited
nsciously or not) by one party to victimize the other.
Some feminists have sought norms to protect personal relationships against such
s for the worse in concepts like justice, respect, reciprocity, and equality, some
which are associated more commonly with universalist or impartialist traditions.
rilyn Friedman (1993) has especially skillfully attempted to balance concerns of
e and justice within a theory of personal relationships, especially friendship.
ers, such as Noddings, have sought such resources from within care ethics itself,
example by building in a strong requirement of the virtues essential to recognizthe actual welfare of the other, not merely wanting whatever seems to the
to be what the other needs.

Personal Relationships and Culture
ever, there seems an unavoidable cultural relativity in assessing the value of
relationships. For example, the Chinese ConfuCian tradition places a
remphasis on honoring one's parents (and one's ancestors more generally)
does Western ethical thought. If a culture views familial relations as more
. ant and valuable than friendship; or if cultures differ in the relative importplaced on adhering to the formal role requirements of a relationship as conwith having certain emotions appropriate to it, it is difficult to see how we
!>aythat one culture is right and the other wrong. We may, however, be able
-that certain goods are not as fully recognized in one culture than another.

~)Dal
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